
 
Registration ON-LINE 

Registration 
Euros 

-. To  01/Agosto 
155 € * 

-. To 01/Septiembre 
175 € * 

-. RETO B15  

(210€ sin Kayak/Kayista - Opción (310€) contratando  +50€ Kayak - +50€  Kayista) 

210 € 

310 € 

Swimsuit B15 (see models in web, pay with registration) +20 € 

Tour family, companions sailing during the voyage by different groups, duration approx 4hrs (Sleeps limt) 
With souvenir Shirt +65 € pax 

Cancellation 100% to 48 hours before +40 € 

 

Cancellations 

 

Applications to withdraw from the event made before the 1st of September Will entitle the 

applicant of a 50%. There will be no refund for a cancellation made after the 1st of September. 

All withdrawals must be sent by e-mail to www.b15active.com 
 

• The refund will be made again only by bank transfer within 40 days after receiving of the 

notice of the withdrawal. For this reason the number of the account including BIC and IBAN must 

be provided. In case that the organization will not receive this information, it will be 

considered as a refuse of the right for refund. Administration fee for the bank transfer will be 

deducted from the refund.  

Registration includes: 

.- Medical assistance, rescue and assistance. 

.- RC insurance cover and Accident covered during the event. 

.- T-shirt "FINISHER" (only participants that finish). 

.- Timing and livetiming when crossing the finish line. 

.- Solid and liquid refreshment during the competition. 

.- Swimming hats for the development of the crossing. 

.- Photo report. 

.- Gifts and gifts offered by collaborating companies. 

.- Custom trophies "FINISHER" (according to regulations). 

.- Availability of photographs of the event. 

.- Digital diploma (you can download it from the ranking by clicking on your name you will get a diploma) 

.- Lunch and closing. (cost of € 6 for companions) 

.- Discount Ferry tickets between Lanzarote and Fuerteventura for swimmers, family or companions. 
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